THE BENCHMARK FOR

Elegance

outdoor

Thermory® is not for everyone, but for those who
appreciate a distinguished exterior hardwood,
it has no equal.
Paul LaFrance Design
Toronto, ON

THE BENCHMARK FOR THE INDUSTRY
For the past 15 years, extraordinary European and worldrenowned architects and designers have relied on Thermory®
to provide the ultimate expression of excellence for their
exterior projects. With unsurpassed stability, performance
and rot resistance, combined with its captivating beauty
and elegance, Thermory® truly sets the benchmark for both
thermally-modified woods, and exterior hardwoods alike.

THE BENCHMARK FOR
DURABILITY & PERFORMANCE
Aged 12 Years

• Thermal modification changes cell structure to reduce wood's absorbency
• Less likely to warp, check, bow, cup or twist
• Resistant to rot and decay for 25 years or more
• Class 1 durability rating
• Termite resistant

THE BENCHMARK FOR STYLE
Each Thermory® plank is a masterpiece by itself, with natural
beauty magnified by mechanical perfection. Taken together,
these individual, exceptional boards combine to create an
architectural gem with an elegance that is sure to outlive
passing trends. Thermory® has come to define an understated,
timeless look that can be effortlessly incorporated into almost
any architectural or design style.

Hobson Landscapes
Toronto, ON

Paul LaFrance Design
Toronto, ON

THE BENCHMARK FOR DISTINCTION
Thermory® has created an exterior hardwood collection that is
equally stunning when featured in interior design applications.
Thermory® exudes elegance with the perfect combination of
technological innovation and sophisticated artistry. The stunning
and exotic color combined with precise lines demonstrate
Thermory®’s constant quest for perfection and distinction.
New American Home 2014
Las Vegas, NV

THE BENCHMARK FOR
SUSTAINABLE LUXURY
Our mission is to deliver sustainable luxury.
Thermory® products are not only unrivaled in
aesthetics and performance, but also in
environmental responsibility. For over 15 years
Thermory® has been an industry leader in
thermal modification, investing in the latest
technology and fostering innovation in
thermo-treatment, manufacturing and
installation techniques. Thermory® has
reached our ultimate goal — to develop an
environmentally responsible solid hardwood
product that delivers unrivaled luxury and
out-performs the finest tropical woods.
ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE:
• 100% harvested from sustainable,
renewable, North American forests
• All-natural, chemical-free thermal
modification process
• With its stunning, exotic color,
Thermory® is a responsible, yet
sophisticated alternative to materials
sourced from endangered rainforests

New American Home 2014
Las Vegas, NV

THE BENCHMARK
FOR PRECISION
The linear precision achieved by
the machining process allows
for quick and seemingly
effortless installation.

THE BENCHMARK
FOR INNOVATION
Boundaries broken. Full potential unleashed.
Thermory® supports artisans with a passion for the unexpected.
With an unmatched flexibility in applications and a sophisticated
look that complements projects ranging in style from classic to
modern, Thermory® is the exterior hardwood of choice for the
most ingenius designers and architects. Applications are
limitless, including:

• Decking
• Porch Flooring
• Cladding
• Fencing
• Interior Flooring
• Sauna Components

JEM™ Joint:
{ Joint End Matched }

16”o.c.
Exclusive Engineering.
Fast installation. Reduced waste (over 98% yield).
Thermory’s® exclusive locking JEM Joints™ span
decking and porch flooring joists. 100% clear
deck boards and meticulously straight lines,
Thermory® is an exterior product
worthy of any interior.

THE BENCHMARK FOR Expansion Beads™

Elegance

outdoor

Symbol of Innovation.

Enhanced by our exclusive Expansion Beads™,
Thermory’s® proprietary tongue & groove profile
is an innovation that challenges the elements.
Thermory®’s Expansion Beads™ are designed to
minimize warping and buckling by compensating
for environmental stresses related to moisture.

Thermory is not for everyone, but for those who
appreciate a distinguished exterior hardwood.
It has no equal.
Memorial for the battle of Cinco de Mayo
Puebla, Mexico

decking cladding porch flooring

support@thermoryusa.com
__________________________
CHICAGO OFFICE:
P: 847.256.8828 • F: 847.256.0509
1213 Wilmette Avenue, Suite 208
Wilmette, IL 60091
__________________________

THE BENCHMARK
FOR THE FUTURE
Never satisfied, Thermory® continues to set new standards
with a relentless pursuit of new and exciting innovations.

BUFFALO OFFICE:
P: 585.250.4074 • F: 847.256.0509
14 Jackson Square, Unit #5
Batavia, NY 14020

